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Figures in parentheses are estimates described in the text.
The term Own Currency Area refers to partner area for transactions between Belgium, France, the Nether-
lands, and Portugal and their own Overseas Territories. These transactions are not included in transactions
of the nonsterling EPU area in the matrix tables.
For definition of other terms, see glossary.A
TWO- VA L UED MA TRIXES FOR THE






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TWO-VALUEDMATRIXES ANNUALLY, 1950—54TABLE B-I
Gross Goods and Services Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, I 950—54,
as Reported by Area Credited (million U.S. dollars)
ffonsterlingEPU Area
All Unal—
Sterling Area Cont. Cont. Latin Other
Areaslocated All U.K. RSA All OEEC OT's Area U.S. Canada tO America Countries






















3,838 15,7158 5,656 70 8,381io,6ii
—------------------------—--------






















1952 3,ls95 1,321c2,171 3,1a95




























1,642 2,7142,518 226 (1,952)
I 671 (1)! 4.42!1,884
96
a oP,h o(lc 1, 642 2, III2,518 226 1,884TABLE B-2
Gross Goods and Services Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, 1950—54,
as Reported by Area Debited (million U.S. dollars)
EPUArca
All Unal—
SterliAl Area Cont. Cont.Currency Latin Other




















































i92i_ .i,Q31 .1,fi69 J.e520...
. k,118 fl18) .
201i
L.
1951 27,312 5,919 3,8562,063 10,51h10,810 304 3,199 2,827 212 7 1,955 2,679
183L. .. 3a1iSQ1j997 226 7 2,816
1953 28,560 5,063 3,2121,851 ll,h5111,086 365 3,h02 3,836 275 8 1,728 2,797




3'e6 3J33Ii 260 8 2,657




































Oct 10, 2.658 862 I1.796 2.651 10 157 157 2,306 79 1 521 1.965
97TABLE B-3
Net Goods and Services Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
EPUArea Oan
Steelier Area Coat. Coat.Currercy Latta Other All Unal—
Areas located ALL U.K. USA All OEEC OT'a Area U.S. Canada SO AmericaCountrLes















—71 1,08t4 1,593 -6521,058 -h,119 181 535
1953 -812 -129 250 -404 76 -689 765 -1,787 656 -59 -537 718









1952 310 105 •1,128 1,128 (-527) -99 -387 233 -29





































-266 -22 310 51 (.8) 34
..￿2L .1L
577 8r 29L .ik3L
-91
98
1954 ± 137 —121 553 -217 —324 87 —'4.,', -Il,TABLE 13-4
GrossMerchandise Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1 950—54,
as ReportedArea Credited (million U.S. dollars)
EPU Area
Alt Unal—
Area Cont. Coin. Currency
All U.K. (tU OTs Area U.S. tO
LatLn Other
AttericaCountries




















(151) 1,713 (3,225) 555 578
-2 ... iinl.
(230) 1,588 565 7
1952 7,915 3,710 3,710 2,058 (1,9ti3)(u5) 562 37].
Ji°JL 7_ 380 .333
-2
196








195322,265 118 3,65i (1,569) 9,729 (9,i23)(3o6) 2,873 2,021 165 2,296
(366) .
1950 5 2,394(1,55k) (800)6,261 (6,130) (131) 1,237 939 85 1,462
(1,603)8,467 (225) 137 1,946
8,919(8,605)




J!12L i,rr6 is 224 113























.2L 645 120 •482 278

















1,189 's7 195 1,536
._253___ .i.32a.. ........&.....
U'S k1'4 249 2.299 7141,585 2,469 2,047
-
222 1,053 64 414 1,766
99TABLE 13-5
GrossMerchandise Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, I 950—54,




Cont. Cont. Latin Othrr












































..__-_ )-° ..? 195
.. ... J41
-_- —.---.--—. —.---—- -..----—---.- .__












. J9L .._ -















issle 7.992 2 .325 6511,674 2,19012,042 146 1.1gB 61 ! 41% 1.805TABLE 11-6
Net Merchandise Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54




Cont. Cent. Latin Other
Locaied ALl U.K. AlA All. OEEC OT', 'rca U.s. America















1953 1,212 -55 14 730 —n.6 2,605 1,872 733 -1,524 309 -1,356 1,219

















196 (814) 6 9 28
.'23Q.. L?33J... 48 -111
1951-1,320 28 277 (798) (—521) 419 (578) (-159) 25-1,496 -142 -334 -97
1953 -760 -15 —579 (-16)(-563) 503 700) (-197) -163 -281 -123 -356 254
...




(32) (-477) 373 522) (—149) -1,131 -241 133 148
-591 -109 -657
263(461)(-198) 5i3 -354 -128 46 324
(i) 321 ('+83)(-162) 506 -92i -94













1952 2,461 184 i64 20 1,176 1,215 -39 i22 -93 572
._-----231 .._-_._
-16 22
1951 -1159 203 236 -33 197 195 2 —54 71













lQSls -521 i8 578 40 538 —3 -87 84 -820 -98 -157 -39TABLE B-7
Gross Services Transactions Between World Areas, A nnually, 1950—54,
as Reported by Area Credited (million U.S. dollars)
Nonaterling EPUArea
All Sterling Area Cost. Cent.Currency Latin Other




285 2.715 1.107 ills1.839 1.589

























































































inch 1.670 98 248
1.807 81 254 2o7 212 212 (1.1411 2 (11 21
191I 57 275 271
51 252 2 (1.1121 5 25 lOS
(899) 3] (1) 28TABLE B-8
Gross ServicesTransactions Between WorldAreas, Annually, 1950—54,
as Reported by Area Debited (million U.S. dollars)
Nonsterling EPIJ Area
All Unal— Prea Cont. Cont.
Areas located All Ull. RCA All 01's C.S. Conada
Latic Other
It) Countries















14,751 1,475 12 1,890
3,o565,2644,809 1z55 1,662 77
1951425,759 3,513 6,160 5,654 506 5,983 1,636 80 2,881 2,087
L 197 191 6 106















223 18 22 37
—--— J..321.. 255 948
.-.





1952 6,1433 (1,744)(1,299) (2,058)(1,976)(82) 221 1,1433 66 7 383 521
A411!L.
-___ 508













































Net Services Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, I 950—54
(as revorted by area at left. million U.S. dollars)
Nonaterling EPU Area
.421 IJnal— Sterling AEea Cont. co;;;. Currency Othor
Areaslocated All U.K. RSA AU OEEC OT's Area U.S. Canada TOAiiiertcaCountrteø
83 471 -17
—._-





























1950 279 86 235 (125) (ioi) -208 (-183) (-25) 76 (27) T (-23) -3 82
srL.. ....i.
1952 1,032 140 (349) -349 (-333) (-16) 126 (501) 5 (..23) 155
1-2a-. L t... .J￿.... T4
...) .iL
1950 -1.14 -6 -20 (.7)(—13) U(u) —82 -19 5 3
.
L



















57 369 21 6T9 -22T
9.... 6
.





. .. 72. . JL.. -3




....iL.. -.._•.....-.. L... 13
.








1950-1.017 38-357-1,2fl 920 -926-i,o42 66 -1,307 402 27 804 All areao
Sterling Area
United l(ingdee











-62 -88 -104 2). -285
.-93_-141 .
I 20 -234
(423)1 (—13) —39 -51TABLE B-JO
Gross Transportation Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54,
as Reported by Area Credited (million U.S. dollars)
Non8teriiugEPU Ares
Sterling Area Own U.S., Canada, and 10
Unal— Cont. Cont.Currency Latin Other






































. ._ J12 ._..
.. —.---.—— -.-....- -—-—
2,323 .
——------- -..... .__3ILL-—-—16._. —-in
—--- .—-..—-.-.- j52
. . .. .
25
----.-——---- —--.--
36 i6 i6 8 i























































































1?2.. . —.165— .8&
——-.—U2,---—
321 --.__- ———-,.----— ..
..._555_ 555 ............... SL........9L ..... .IL















1954 s63 i26 98 28 183 180 73 12 1 27TABLE B-il
Gross Transportation Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54,




Cont. Cont.Currency Latin Other
AreaslucatnU AlL U.K. USA All OKEC OT's Area U.S. Canada 10 Ai,ericaCo,nstries


















































—-....-—.. —- --- —.—
. —- 280





















































11 . 197 7 ! 95
66
106
715 150 259 248 'S 157 7 95 cmTABLE B-12
Net Transportation Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left. million U.S. dollars)
NonsterlingEPU Area
Sterling Area U.S. and 10
All Seal— Cent. Cent.Carrency Latin Other













1952 31 537 537 -135 -4 21 -25 12 22
24
593L 445 432 432 -100
.








1953 54 —7 101 —118 3 34 29 5 20 21
-22 ....fl L
1950-248 -12 1 -154 31 -111 -118 7 —1 -2
-6. L
1952 -29 -6 Ui -192 72 -8i —91 4 il 59
—-__-
















1952 373 144 -49 93 133 116 17 30 25 5 93 73
























—-----—..__ -*—— .—---—--__ —--——— ------------—--
L----.---..- -——.
Q ,.±L..
1951-483 -41 -71 30 -144 -151 7 -262 —2 -60 24
1952-463 -i8 -43 25 -142 5 —285 -283 -2 —41 23





























































-64 -8i 17 -102 2 -74 -74 -42 2
107TABLE B-13
Gross Travel Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, I 950—54,
as Reported by Area Credited (million U.S. dollars)
Nonsterljn8EPIJ Area
Sterling Area Oar U.S. • and SO All Seal— Cant. Coat.Currency Latin Other Areaa located All U.K. USA All OCEC OTa Area Alt U.S. Canada 10 Caaatrisa























1952 221a 95 — 95 39 6 8
u39815
•.. .
228 .2 13k -a--'_-_
..i.. .L.... ?&.. 16
1951 685 1 5.76 291 6 133 130 3 i8 6o
1953 838 i2 2]A 2fl 3 20 45

























.9g... .....4 ..39L 2L
..___
15 I 12 3 'I
i6 a .288 288 1.
286






























7 ig 19 18 i8 12TABLE B-14
Gross Travel Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54,




cant.Coat. Currency Latin Other
Acanalocated Alllii. USA All OEEC 01's Area U.S. Canada 10 AmericaCountries
























4 140 1a5 45 1 90
98
2 12
1954 529 276 104 172 58 3 135 43 2 15
1
LL
JELL —— ._L.... ..iJ
1955 140 104 36 I 68 7
......L.. .J...
1951 771 172 157 15 374 373 1 6 146 8 6





159 .._ .....31.. 3 .J.99
...JL .
.
-_. --- .__ 04 --- --.-- 29 27 -- ._





















155 I I u. .21 5].
21 1
•1 20 109TABLE B-15
Net Travel Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
Nonnterling EPU Area
SterlingArea Own U.S., Canada, and 10
All SInai— Cent. Cant.Curreney LatinOther




Rent of Sterling Area
ioaateelieg EPU area
Cent. countriee
1950 —53 19 -12 —328
..Zt_
-12
5953 -149 -47 -65 —372 449 -70 —44







1954 -23 -2 -35 -31 -4 -113 135
15
6 -14
1950 -67 -39 -61 45 6 2
isa.. -
1952 -8 -23 -23 -56 62 36 26 6 3
3
2 -38 -31 -9
4 i....2L.
$L
.!2a . .±IL... .
1953 246 — 84 -29 1 177 176 1 18
. JL.. J.. L. 28........JQ.
L_-. 13L.... ...82...


























-49 -i8 -31 -148 -149 •1 -2
1951 -120 i 9 9 103 3
1952-300 -62 -26 -36 -175 -173 • —2 37 .37 -97 -3
-__ ?2
—- 62
1951 —6 —13 —11 —2 —4 .11 Ii —
1952 -67 -20 -i8 -2 -9 -37 -37 -1
1953 -65 -23 -20 -3 -14 -1 -1









! 130 130 —2 -7
156
- -8 182 182 5 7
2 -5 -4.-4 1
-4 -
c _c —2 .1 .12
-46 —11 -3 —1 -2 -23 -23 -1 I-1 I -8
All areas 323 -11
-cc, _2TABLE 13-16
Gross Investment Income Transactions Between World Areas, A nnually, 1950—54,
as Reported by Area Credited (million U.S. dollars)
NonnterlingEPU Area
SterlingArea Own U.S.,Canada,and SO
All maO— Cant. Cant.Currency Latin Other
Areaa treated All 5.11. RSA All OEEC OS'S Area All U.S. Canada 10 America Countries
Canada
L 493 9914 1,132 825
1953 5,473 1143 2,045 566 1,1314 956 629




137 758 157 —---------—------
207 88 370
157 1714
221 81 178 103
L. —
19514 1,950 3,258 263 126
152 51
186
1,556 738 738 88 203 370 2L__
1714 322






1951 500 151 111 72 Ii 59 56 3 11 55
———————
1953 629 1140 177 96 58 58 814 Ic 9 61
12. -— ----a-- —i-
1950 1407 126 96 58 35 149 147 2 5 38 ._
314 57 514 10
1952 538 1314 ill 81 73 70 3 9 55
' L
i2 J2


































—s-- UI I IiL I 13
I 'I
19 19
I 5 5 - ---- 1_20
1 15 15 13 12 1 13 U 6













51 1 6TABLE B-17
Gross Investment Income Transactions Between World Areas, A nnually, 1950—54,
as Reported by Area Debited (million U.S. dollars)
LOU Area
Coat. Cant.Currency Latin Other




1.rønaloonad All U.K. UA
























...3.L .205. ._J OQ
1,9LO 263 995 72 65 8 220 64 1 171 116
.__ThQ_
1 153 61 — • . -___L—12.5-
. L . 115 --- ----














1952 1214 1 21 75
j2a- —-———-——---— ——11111
.____ —— - 58 —
5

























112 66 28 28TABLE B-18
Net Investment Income Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
NonnterliagEPU Area
Sterling Area Own U.S., Canada, andSO
All Unal— Coat. Coat.Currency Latin Other




Rest of Sterling Area









lockI_27 -1 —101 .100 -1 -Os 1
All areas 1950 -89 -1- -308
-
-89 -1,156 808 657
-186 -32 -130 -1,715
-261 -1,816
1,102 773
1953 -299 -13 300 919 572



























-— - -— -101 102
1950 69 51 67 -15 27 -93-87 -6 3 26
!25L . . z!2__
1952 166 66 108 -2 36 -83 -78 -5 6 35
200 ..
51
529JL,flL.... ._. ... .=..
1950 -14 -8 — -28 -9 -9 1
.1229— L_
59j4 -Jo -8 -45 -13 -13 1
..__.8L.
.1229- 39-.





















































Gross Government Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54,
as Reported by Area Credited (million U.S. dollars)
Nonsterling EPU Area
SterSingArea Own U.S. •Canada,and10
All Unal— Cant. Cant.Currency Latin Other
Areaslocated All U.K. NSA All ONEC OT's Area All U.S. Canada 10 America Countries





























1950 1515 11 12 12 5 100 99 1 2 12
6 17











9 2 2 2



































91 21 Li ii 712 745 2 9TABLE B-21
Net Government Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
NonaterlingCPU Area
Starling Area Own U.S., Canada, andCO
All Unal— Cent. Cent. Currency Latin Other
Areas located All U.K. USA All OEEC QT'a Area All U.S. Canada CO Countries
















































































I 1051 70i 27 -1 -2 -2 726 727 1 -5- -10TABLE B-22
Gross Miscellaneous Services Transactions Between World Areas, A nnually,
1950—54, as Reported by Area Credited (million U.S. dollars)
Nunsterling fRIArea
Sterling Area Own U.S., Canada,andID
All Unal— Coot. Coat. Currency Latin Other















10514 252 62 54 11 25
628 171 225
1 1
46 52 52 1 37






236 280 1953 916







174 32 48 41
1952 664 74 180 180 148 399 178 21 27 36
718 25 236 236 1614 218 197 21 35 * 40













305 390 55 4
19531,409 198 298 503 56 181 177 4 4o 133 liii
1950 891 140 160 305 38 114 111 3 23 111
. 36 126
..
2 1 1 1
..—. —-











76 28 105 54






















Gross Miscellaneous Services Transactions Between World Areas, A nnually,






All Sisal— Sterling Area Coot. Coot. Currency Latin Other
Areas locatedAll U.K. RSA All OEEC Or'. Axea U.S.Canada IS
















371 1,882 57 250 212
19533,652 1,107 675 132 1,225 38 382
1,231 120
..z._ ..2L ..±
2 .i 35 62
.=_..?_.J2i_
.




i.93L. L_ . 299
. .z. . 8L ..23 ._ .*






1953 ,073 298 259 39 538 537 1 55 13 6 6 26 101
L
1950 26 5 ii 53
1952 39 6 18 88
—-..———.——--——.———.-*—-———*—
—-—-- .— ——-.-,-—....-—..—
1952 52 17 35 52




12a. . .. J2-











208 11 il — 59 59 110 1 19 1
iii:: iui:ii .:;:: :ti::: ii 111
....-—-— j.2____a__ ..iL. . -__-
i2.. .___
:180 71 10 31 65 65 6 1 1
251 73 32Ii 116 116 ....i......
252 71 11 102 102 I 63TABLE 13-24
Net Miscellaneous Services Transactions Between World A reas, A nnually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
Nonaterling EPU Area
Sterling Area Ova U.S., and 10
All lost— Coat.Coat.Currency LatinOther
AreaslocatedAll U.K. RSA All OEEC OTn Area All U.S.Canada SO America Countries
















1953 -22 69 116 -106
Th
-157 26 26















1953 184 64 122. —35 1 31 32 2 —19 17
L
1950 215 48 70 23 19 19 1! 2 -22 58
=. L. J.L
1952 244 53 153 -68 20 71 71 — -39 54
:3.L , !L
. .z1. ..EJL.
1.950 -24 -6 -5 -2 -12 1 1
=









—=--_- ——-—- .-__-. .3..
. flQ_.__



















6 —22 -22 —10













-131 —6 -9 9 _52 -On
I-2TABLE B-25
Net Transfer Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54




Cont. Cont. Currency Latin Other
Areaslocated All U.K. OSA AU OEEC ITo EPU Area U.S. Canada 10 America Couotrieo
-5 3,647
2013 --ii--i--




















10 U0 19 19 — — (
39.6 ? :1 .1 ... !L 2
-., ... L..
J2L1.... ) :!L
1952 220 — -109 -109 -11(-ii) (—) (—) 372 -6 -17 -3 -6
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Net Capital Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
EPU Area
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Net Gold Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54
(as revorted by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
EPU Area
Sterlin,zArea
All Unal— Cont. Currency LatinOther
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Net Settlements- Transactions Between World Areas, Annually, 1950—54
(as reported by area at left, million U.S. dollars)
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EFFECTSON THE RECORD OF
REDIRECTING PETROLEUM TRADE
One of our objectives has been to adjust the mer-
chandise matrix (Appendix Tables B-4 and B-5) so
as to include petroleum on a purchase-sales basis
rather than a trade records (origin-destination or
consignment) basis. This means taking petroleum
entering international trade from sources outside the
U.S., U.K., and Continental OEEC countries as sold
first to residents of the U.S. and the U.K. and then
resold to the countries of refining or final consump-
tion. For this purpose, it is necessary to estimate (1)
the proportion of oil supplied from each source by
U.S., British, and other companies and (2) the pro-
portion of oil supplied by U.S., British, and other
companies to each market area.' The first set of pro-
portions can be obtained from sources on the inter-
national oil industry, notably from a Federal Trade
Commission staff study 2andfrom publications of
the Bureau of Mines;the second set of proportions
has been estimated by Cornelius Dwyer for the broad
market areas in the two-valued matrix based on an
expert knowledge Of the marketing conditions in the
industry.4
Given these proportions and the exports of oil-
source countries to partner areas in each of the five
years, the procedure for adjusting from a trade rec-
ords to a purchase-sales basis is straightforward. Oil
imports are deducted from the merchandise imports
of the importing area,partner by partner, and
counted instead as imports in appropriate propor-
tions from the U.S. or the U.K. Oil exports are de-
ducted from the merchandise exports of the export-
ing area, partner by partner, and counted instead as
exports in appropriate proportions to the U.S. or
the U.K. The U.S. and U.K.. accounts are adjusted
to include both imports of oil from the source coun-
tries and sales to the countries of refining or ultimate
1Britishcompanies include the Royal Dutch-Shell Group,
whose transactions were in sterling according to an agree-
ment between the treasuries of the U.K. and the Netherlands.
2TheInternational Petroleum Cartel, Staff Report to the
Federal Trade Commission, U.S. Senate, Washington, 1952.
3InternationalPetroleumTrade.
4EmilNelson assisted Dwyer in these calculations. See
also C.J. Dwyer "The Oil Trade and the International
Balance of Payments in 1951," unpublished NBER study.
consumption. This last adjustment evidently raises
the total of world trade, both debits and credits,
since the U.S. and the U.K. are counted as middle-
men between the sources and destinations.
Table C-i shows for the live-year period (A) the
f.o.b. value of oil entering into the eight-area matrix
as carried in the merchandise credit entries of our
oil-source accounts, (B) the distribution of oil sales
by the source area to the U.S. and the U.K., (C)
the redistribution of the oil by the U.S. and the U.K.
to refining and market areas, and (D) the net change
in the gross matrix of merchandise (and hence goods
and services) transactions between world areas.
Free world oil sources outside the three economic
centers supplied $22,060 million of oil in the five
years to other countries. Part of this was supplied
to the U.S. and the U.K., leaving $17,791 million
to be redirected through the U.S. and the U.K. The
total of world trade had to be raised by that latter
amount (not quite 4 per cent of all goods and serv-
ices or about 5percent of merchandise alone). The
proportions of world trade contributed by the U.S.
and the U.K. are somewhat increased and those con-
tributed by other areas decreased under this new
accounting. Slightly more than half (53.7 per cent)
of the redirected oil is channeled through the U.S.,
and the balance' through the U.K. This increases
U.S. goods and services credits and debits by 10.8
and 12.4 per cent, respectively, and U.K. credits and
debits by 14.3 and 14.4 per cent. The total credits
and debits of other areas remain unchanged after the
adjustment.
However, the direction of the trade of certain
areas—notably the Continental Overseas Territories
—is changed markedly. Table C-2 shows the revi-
sion of the goods and services matrix in Table A-I,
and Table C-3 compares the revised percentage dis-
tributions of purchases and sales computed from
Table C-2 with the corresponding percentage distri-
butions in Table A-3.
Looking first at the distribution of purchases of





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































goods and services (Table C-3, line A), we see that
the proportions purchased from the U.S. and the
U.K. by other areas increased, while the proportions
purchased from the oil-source areas (Rest of the
SterlingArea,ContinentalOverseasTerritories,
Latin America, and Other Countries) decreased.
However, the proportions purchased by the U.S.
and the U.K. from the oil-source areas are increased
in most cases. Surprisingly, the U.K.'s added oil
purchases from the Rest of the Sterling Area were
not as large a proportion of all its imports from that
area as all its added oil imports were of total im-
ports; consequently, the proportion of U.K. imports
from the Rest of the Sterling Area falls with the ad-
justment. Imports of the Continental Overseas Ter-
ritories, which are heavily affected by the Nether-
lands Antilles import of oil from Latin America for
refining, are markedly altered in direction: much
higher proportions are purchased from the U.S. and
the U.K., much smaller from Latin America. There
are twelve instances in Table C-3 in which imports
of one of the eight areas from a partner area changed
by as much as 2 per cent of its total imports; but
most of these involved shifts of less than 4 per cent;
the only changes in direction of more than 4 per
cent were the three instances involving the redirec-
tion of Netherlands Antilles imports from Latin
America to the U.S. and the U.K.
Looking next at the distribution of sales of goods
and services (Table C-3, line B), we see that the
proportions sold to the U.S. and the U.K. by other
areas are increased by the adjustment, while the
proportions sold to other areas are decreased. As
oil exports bulk large among sales of the oil-source
areas, the shifts in their export pattern are somewhat
larger than the shifts noted above in import patterns.
Seventeen instances occur in Table C-3, line B, in
which exports to a partner area changed by as much
as 2 per cent of a supplying area's total exports.
None of these was as large as the shift involved in
the redirection of the imports of Continental Over-
seas Territories, but eight were larger than 4 per cent
and four were between 7 and 10 per cent. All of the
eight largest shifts were in the export patterns of oil-
source areas. The exports of the U.S. were changed
only modestly and those of the U.K. more than 2
per cent in only two instances: to the Rest of the
Sterling Area where the added oil sales were not in
proportion to the increase in total U.K. exports and
to the Continental Overseas Territories where the
added oil sales were large relative to the other British
exports to Overseas Territories.D
DIVERGENCE IN THE TWO- VA L UED RECORD
OF GO ODS A ND SER VICES TRA NSA CTIONS
A GREEMENT ON SIZE OF GROSS TRADE
The annual matrixes of gross goods and services
credits and debits between world areas given in
Tables B-i and B-2 provide sixty-three trade flows
between world areas each year for which paired rec-
ords can usefully be compared. This number includes
intra-area trade flows but excludes goods and serv-
icestransactionsofInternationalOrganizations
(which in many cases were derived from a single
source).' Over the five years the sixty-three trade
flows provide 315 cases of annual paired records of
gross trade between world areas.
To study the agreement of paired records for the
magnitude of gross trade in a given year, we have
computed three measures: the difference between the
paired records without regard to sign (the absolute
difference), the mean of the two measures, and the
difference expressed as a proportion of the mean
(the difference relative to the mean). The 315 cases
were distributed according to the absolute difference
and the difference relative to the mean (Table D-1).
Consideration of both these differences for each case
provides a way of evaluating the extent of disagree-
ment between paired records. In nearly a third of
1Eachentry in Table B—I is matched by an entry in
Table B—2 for seven partner areas of the U.S., the U.K.,
and Canada; for eight partner areas of Latin America, the
Rest of the Sterling Area, and Other Countries (including
the area itself); and for nine partner areas of Continental
OEEC countriesandContinentalOverseasTerritories
(including the area itself and Own Currency Area).
the cases the two records diverged by no more than
2.5percent of their mean. In about half the cases
they diverged by no more than 5.0 per cent. In 70
per cent the divergence was no more than 10.0 per
cent.
For more than 10 per cent of the trade flows, how-
ever, only the order of magnitude was indicated by
the record (i.e., the records diverged between 25.1
and 50.0 per cent), and in four instances the magni-
tudes were somewhat in question (the divergence ex-
ceeded 50.0 per cent). These last four were all in-
stances of trade between Continental Overseas Ter-
ritories and Other Countries, in amounts never more
than $200 million and sometimes as small as $38
million (on one record). The thirty-five cases di-
verging from 25.1 to 50.0 per cent included four of
the remaining six instances of trade between Conti-
nental Overseas Territories and Other Countries. The
rest also were mainly trade flows among peripheral
areas. None of the trade flows between centers
showed a divergence of more than 25.0 per cent, but
trade between the Continent and Canada showed
seven instances, and Overseas Territories with the
United States showed one case, of such a large di-
vergence. The incidence of uncertainty in the record
mainly affects transactions between peripheral coun-
tries, as can be seen in the following distribution of the
number of divergences of more than 25.0 per cent
(exporting area at left and importing area at top):
Other Latin Coat. Total
Canada OT's Countries America RSA OEEC U.S. Number
1
3
Canada 4 3 5 4 16
Overseas Territories 2 4(1) 1 7(1)






Total number 7 8(3) 7(1) JO 2 4 1 39(4)
2 3





Analysis of Divergence in Annual Gross Trade Flows Between Areas
In assessing the implications of these large diver-
gences, we should recall that the accounts of trans-
actions of Continental Overseas Territories fail to
include any provision for services other than trans-
portation and that the Overseas Territories and Can-
ada tend to channel trade heavily through their asso-
ciated economic center. Partner countries are likely
to count Canadian goods shipped or consigned
through the U.S. as coming from the U.S. and to
count goods destined for Canada sent via the U.S. as
exports to the U.S. Since Canada maintains a record
of trade by partner of consignment and since it is
greatly concerned with its recording detail, its ac-
count is likely to be the more reliable; indeed, in the
case of the trade with Continental countries, Can-
ada's account consistently shows a larger trade both
ways. In contrast, greater reliance can be placed
upon the partner area accounts of transactions with
Continental Overseas Territories. These countries on
the whole have relatively poor statistical services and
their accounts of services are incomplete.2
Transactions with Canada and the Overseas Ter-
ritories constitute all but eight of the thirty-nine cases
of interarea trades diverging by more than 25 per
cent. The eight remaining cases were all transactions
of Latin America and arose mostly in the transpor-
tation account, with the entry from the Latin Ameri-
can record being much the larger of the two. This
error doubtless reflects our inclusion of the PHL fleet
account with Latin American countries as a report-
ing country. Partners may well have charged trans-
actions with Liberian flag vessels to Other Countries
or to owners or operators in the U.S., the U.K., or
on the Continent.
AGREEMENT ON YEAR-TO-YEAR CHANGES IN GROSS TRADE
Over the five years the sixty-three trade flows pro-
vide 252 cases of year-to-year change in gross trade
for which paired records can usefully be compared.
One way to make the comparison would be to com-
pute amounts of year-to-year change in both of the
paired records and for such amounts, as before, the
absolute divergence between them, their mean, and
the difference relative to the mean. However, the
distribution of cases would be widely dispersed be-
cause differences between amounts of change would
tend to reflect the large differences in order of mag-
nitude of the different interarea trading relations.
Large transactions can be expected to change by
large amounts and show large differences between
paired records of amounts of change. Moreover, in
considering the record of year-to-year change in
trade between different areas, one is more concerned
2OverseasTerritories are unlikely to know either the
destination of the goods they ship or the origin of many
of the goods they import since theirtradeis channeled
heavily through their associated center. Their goods record,
therefore, may more closely approximate the purchase-sales
concept than do partner records.
Distribution of 315 Cases by Amount of Difference Between
Paired Records of Gross Goods and Services Trade and by






0—10 11—5051—100 101—200 201—500501—1,000
0—2.5 102 58 36 5 2 1
2.6—5.0 55 7 23 12 10 2 1
5.1—10.0 63 5 10 12 24 12
10.1—25.0 56 2 14 11 12 17
25.1—50.0 35 6 9 12 8
50. 1—100.0 4 1 3
Total 315 78 9.3 55 56 32 1132 APPENDIX D
TABLE D-2
Analysis of Divergence in Year-to-Year Changes in
Gross Trade Flows Between Areas
with the proportions in which trade changes from
year to year.
To discover whether paired records show a rea-
sonable measure of agreement on the proportions by
which interarea trades increased from year to year,
we have expressed each of the records for the sixty-
three trade flows as a paired series of four year-to-
year link relatives (chained index numbers). For
each of the 252 pairs of index numbers we have then
computed the absolute difference between the in-
dexes, the mean of the two indexes, and the differ-
ence between them relative to their mean. That is,
we have followed the same type of analysis as before
but applied it to year-to-year link relatives rather
than amounts of year-to-year change. The 252 cases
of paired index numbers of year-to-year change were
distributed according to absolute difference and dif-
ference relative to the mean of the paired index num-
bers (Table D-2).
Where paired records of trade diverge the diverg-
ence tends to be maintained systematically from year
Canada OT's
to year, thus not necessarily obscuring the measure
of annual change. In more than 90 per cent of the
cases both records showed a movement from one
year to the next in the same direction. Most paired
index numbers also differed absolutely by less than
5 percentage points (the first column in Table D-2)
and for most the difference relative to the mean of
the two index numbers was no more than 5 per cent
of the mean (first two lines). Even in the twenty-two
instances in which paired index numbers showed
changes in opposite directions, there were only nine
cases in which the absolute difference between the
two was as much as 10.01 percentage points and in
these nine cases the difference relative to the mean
of the paired indexes was also more than 10.0 per
cent.
All nine involved peripheral area trading relations,
as the tabulation below shows (exporting area at left,
importing area at top).
No transactions among centers and only two trans-




Distribution of 252 Cases by Amount of Difference Between
Paired Index Numbers of Change in Gross Goods and Services
Trade and by Difference Between Indexes Relative to Their
Mean






(per cent) Total 0—5.00 5.01—10.00 10.01—50.00and over
0—2.5 102 (4) 102 (4)
2.6—5.0 52 (3) 41 (3) 10 1
5.1—10.0 51 (6) 7 (1) 35 (5) 9





Total 252 (22)150 (8)51 (5) 48 (9) 3
NOTE: The figures in parentheses indicate instances of year-







































such divergent movements. Seven of the nine in-
stances were transactions of Canada and the Over-
seas Territories. As noted above, there are reasons
for preferring one of the paired records in these cases.
In the other two cases, both involving Latin Amer-
ica as a partner, link relatives for the movement over
the five years 1950—54 agreed closely, and it would
appear that the year-to-year divergences may have
reflected time lags in reporting.
Besides the nine cases that disagreed on direction,
there were thirty-two more instances of paired in-
dexes that differed by more than 10.00 percentage
points (last two columns in Table D-2) and by more
than 10 per cent of the mean of the paired indexes
(last three lines before the total). These were trade
flows between the partners listed above (exporting
area at left, importing area at top).
Trade between the U.S. and the U.K. showed two
instances of such large divergence and centers were
also involved in four other cases, but the main diffi-
culties of measuring year-to-year change concerned
trade between peripheral countries. Moreover, all but
six cases involved the trade of Canada or the Over-
Seas Territories.
AGREEMENT ON CHANGES iN GROSS TRADE
OVER THE FIVE YEARS
The technique followed in the previous section has
been used to examine the divergence in paired rec-
ords of growth in trade flows from 1950 to 1954.
The sixty-three cases of paired index numbers of
change over the five years were distributed according
to absolute difference and difference relative to the
mean of the paired index numbers (Table D-3).
Time lags in reporting may, in many instances,
account for large differences in records of year-to-
year movement so that link relatives for the move-






Fourteen of the sixty-three cases showed a difference
between index numbers for the change in trade over
the five years of more than 10.00 percentage points
(last two columns in Table D-3) and also a differ-
ence of more than 10.0 per cent of the mean of the
two indexes (last four rows before the total). The
distribution of these fourteen cases and the percen-
tages of divergence relative to the mean of the paired
link relatives are tabulated below (exporting area at
left, importing area at top):
Latin Cont. Total
America RSA OEEC U.S. Number
Other Latin Cont. Total
Canada OT'sCountriesAmerica RSA OEEC U.S. U.K.Number





5 7 4 1 2
Canada 2
Overseas Territories 21.92 28.89 3
Other Countries (12.27) 2(1)
Latin America 27.03 13.01 (54.73) 3(1)
Rest of Sterling Area 10.05 1
Cont. OEEC countries 36.87 12.31 2
U.K. 20.38 1
Totalnumber 3(1) 4 1 1 1(1) 1 3 14(2)
(The figures inparentheses indicate cases that diverged in direction.)134 APPENDIXD
TABLE D-3
Analysis of Divergence in Changes in Gross Trade Flows
Between Areas from 1950 to 1954
Distribution of 63 Cases by Amount of Difference Between
Paired Index Numbers of Change in Gross Goods and Services
Trade and by Difference Between Paired Index Numbers Rela-








(per cent) Total 0—5.00 5.01—10.00 10.01—50.00 and over
0—2.5 24 23 1
2.6—5.0 11 (1) 3 (1) 8
5.1—10.0 14 1 5 8
10.1—25.0 6 (1) 5 (1) 1
25.1—50.0 5 3 2
50.1—100.0 2(1) 2 (1)
Over 100.0 1 1
Total 63 (3) 27 (1) 14 16 (1) 6 (1)
Nom: The figures in parentheses indicate instances of change
recorded in opposite directions.
Several relations not in the distributions previously
discussed now appear: those among the Overseas
Territories and among Latin American countries
seem to be subject to cumulative error. A new en-
trant is Continental exports to the U.S. which, like
U.K. exports to the U.S., seem to be subject to a
systematic and cumulative difference in reporting.
Paired index numbers for growth in trade between
centers otherwise did not exhibit a divergence over
the five years larger than 10.00 percentage points
and also more than 10.0 per cent of the mean of the
two indexes.
TABLE D-4
Analysis of Divergence in Annual Trade Balances Between Areas
Distribution of 145 Cases by Amount of Difference Between
Paired Records of Net Goods and Services and by Difference






0—10 11—5051—100 101—200201—500 501—1,000
0—2.5 10 10



































Total 145 (10) 36 49 (3) 27 (5) 24 (2) 8 1
Nom: The figures in parentheses indicate instances of bal-
ances recorded -in opposite directions.APPENDIX D 135
A number of relations previously noted as show-
ing large year-to-year divergence do not appear
above, and the occasional instance of large diverg-
ence appears to have been canceled out over time:
notably exports of the Rest of the Sterling Area to
Latin America and Continental exports to Latin
America. Again, most of the cases of poor agreement
involved Canada and the Overseas Territories. The
only other trade flow between peripheral areas that
showed a large divergence (more than 10.00 per-
centage points of absolute difference and also more
than 10.0 per cent of the mean) was Latin American
exports to the Rest of the Sterling Area, and in this
case the two indexes differed in direction of move-
ment by a large percentage. This difference appar-
ently reflects our inclusion of PHL transactions with
Latin American countries in the reporting area total
and a different treatment by countries in the Rest of
the Sterling Area.
AGREEMENT ON NET TRADE EACH YEAR
The annual matrix of net goods and services transac-
tions between world areas given in Table B-3 pro-
vides twenty-nine interarea trade balances for which
paired records can usefully be compared. This num-






zero, as well as the balances of International Organ-
izations previously excluded.3 Over the five years
the twenty-nine trading relations provide 145 cases
of annual paired records of net trade between world
areas. To study the agreement of paired records in
these cases we have computed the same three meas-
ures used in studying the agreement on size of gross
trade. The 145 cases were distributed according to
the absolute difference in paired records of the
amount of the balance and the difference relative to
the mean (Table D-4).
Out of 145 annual interarea balances in the ma-
trix,only ten instances had paired records that
showed balances of opposite sign. Balances were
small in such cases, and the mean of the paired rec-
ords tended to be close to zero (in five cases the
mean was less than $10 million and in no case was
it more than $33 million). With such a small de-
nominator the percentage difference relative to the
mean tended to be very large. The ten cases (three of
which were for the same paired records) included a
In additiontothe twenty-eight paired combinations
between the eight areas, we include the balance between
Continental OEEC countries and Overseas Territories within
their Own Currency Area.
number of the relations which have consistently been
found among those with a relatively large divergence
in gross trade. The ten are listed below with an indi-
cation of the years showing paired records with bal-
ances of opposite sign.
Balance Year
The Overseas Territories feature prominently in
this list and represent cases in whid, as noted, one
side has a superior record. Relations among peri-
pheral areas are mainly involved. The only surpris-
ing relation in the group is the balance of the U.K.
with Other Countries in 1952.
The largest divergences in absolute terms—the
nine exceeding $200 million—were not in relations
exhibiting large divergences in gross trade. They in-
cluded a number of big trade flows. Five of the eight
involved the U.S. as a partner (with Latin America
in three years, Canada once, and Continental OEEC
countries once); two involved the U.K. with the
Rest of the Sterling Area. The only strictly interperi-
pheral case was the Rest of the Sterling Area with
Other Countries in 1951. In all nine cases the diverg-
ence was more than 10.0 per cent of the mean of the
two records. In three the divergence exceeding 50.0
•per cent of the mean of paired records of the bal-
ance: the U.S. balance with Latin America in 1952
(absolute divergence of $589 million and relative
divergence of 50.2 per cent) and in 1954 (absolute
divergence of $408 million and relative divergence of
106.2 per cent), and the Continental balance with
1954 OT's—U.S. 1952
1952 OT's—Other Countries 1950, 1951, 1952
1954 Canada—LatinAmerica 1952
1953 Canada—Other 1950136 APPENDIX D
the U.S. in 1954 ($251 million and 167.9 per cent).
These three represent the worst cases of divergence.
There were a number of other instances of rela-
tively large divergence—twenty-two cases—but in
most of. these the size of the balance was small. In
seven the mean of the balances was not more than
$50 million and in another five not more than $100
million.
Well over half of all 145 cases showed an abso-
lute divergence of no more than $50 million and no
more than 10.0 per cent relative to the mean.
Comparison of Table D-4 with Table D-i shows
that the extent of agreement on the direction and
magnitude of interarea goods and services balances
is not as good as it is for gross transactions. None-
theless, for all but a small number (the exceptions
being mainly small balances)the paired records
agree on the order of magnitude of the balance (to
within 50.0 per cent). Most of the divergences of
between 10.1 and 50.0 per cent involved absolute
divergences of not more than $100 million. If one
can be content with measures of balances diverging
by no more than either $100.0 million or 10.0 per
cent, two-thirds of the balances qualify.
AGREEMENT ON YEAR-TO-YEAR CHANGES
IN NET TRADE
Over the five years the twenty-nine net trading rela-
tions provide 116 cases of year-to-year change in
balances for which paired records can usefully be
compared. We have examined the extent of agree-
ment in the amount of year-to-year change rather
than change in index numbers of balances since the
interest in balances lies with changes in magnitude
rather than in proportional changes.
Table D-5 shows the distribution of the 116 cases.
Seventeen of them had paired records showing year-
to-year movements in opposite directions, but half of
these were instances of insignificant movement—a
mean change of no more than $10 million—and an-
other five were instances of small movements (mean
of the two records of change no more than $50 mil-
lion). However, records of U.S. transactions with
Canada and Latin America show large opposing
movements from 1951 to 1952, and the amount of
the difference was large relative to the amount of the
movement. In both cases the paired measures of the
change lie between $100 million and $150 million.
While such movements seem large in relation to
other interarea balances, they were relatively small
compared with the size of the U.S. surpluses and with
TABLE D-5
Analysis of Divergence in Year-to-Year Changes in Trade Balances Between Areas
Distribution of 116 Cases by Amount of Difference Between
Paired Records of Change in Net Goods and Services Trade






Absolute Difference (million dollars)
0—1011—50 51—100 101—200201—500 501—1,000
0—2.5 6 6
2.6—5.0 5 4 1
5.1—10.0 6 4 2
10.1—25.0 18 5 6 4 3
25.1—50.0 31 4 10 7 8 2
50.1—100.016 1 5 4 4 2
Over 100.034 (17)3 (1)10 (6) 6 (2) 6(3) 7 (5) 2
Total116 (17)27 (1)34 (6) 21 (2) 21 (3) 11 (5) 2
Nom: The figures in parentheses indicate instances of change
recorded in opposite directions.APPENDiX D 137
other year-to-year movements in them. In both cases
the partner records show approximate stability in
the balance from 1951 to 1952 while the U.S. ac-
count shows a change. Possibly time lags in report-
ing influence the pattern of year-to-year movement
in these cases when the series is flattening out or
changing direction.
This is undoubtedly a factor in other cases. Most
of the instances of differing direction of movement
in paired records occurred in 1951—52 or 1953—54
—periods of marked trade reversal. Altogether seven
of the cases of differing direction of movement came
in accounts with the Overseas Territories, and an-
other seven came in accounts with Other Countries;
five were in accounts with Latin America and three
with Canada. None involved trade between centers,
but centers were partners several times, the U.S.
three times, the U.K. and the Continent four times
each. Net transactions of Other Countries with Can-
ada, Latin America, and the Overseas Territories rep-
resented five cases and Canada's balance with Latin
America was involved once. The poorest agreement
on direction of movement in net trade thus charac-
terized the record of balances of centers with the
Overseas Territories and the balance of Other Coun-
tries with peripheral areas (both diverging in direc-
tion in five out of sixteen cases).
From Table D-5 we see that paired records usu-
ally agreed on the order of magnitude of the change
in direction or differed by a small amount (most of
the cases lie in the first two columns or the first four
lines of the table), but in a fair number of cases the
paired figures agreed only on direction—the diverg-
ence was more than 100.0 per cent of the mean and
differed by more than $50 million (eleven cases).
AGREEMENT ON CHANGES IN NET TRADE
OVER THE FIVE YEARS
The twenty-nine cases of change in balances from
1950 to 1954 were distributed as shown in Table
D-6.
Paired records differing in direction (four cases)
were all instances of divergence in movement ex-
ceeding $50 million and the mean of the two records
of change was less than $50 million; hence the dif-
ference relative to the mean was greater than 100.0
per cent. It is instructive to consider these four cases
in some detail for they 'indicate the limits of relia-
TABLE D-6








11—50 51—100 101—200 201—500
0—2.5
2.6—5.0 2 1 1
5.1—10.0 3 1 2
10.1—25.0 8 1 5 1 1
25.1—50.0 3 1 1 1
50.1—100.0 4 2 1 1
Over 100.0 9 (4) 1 2 (1) 4 (1) 2 (2)
Total 29 (4) 5 10 4 (1) 5 (1) 5 (2)
1950 to 1954
Distribution of 29 Cases by Amount of
Paired Records of Change in Net Goods





NOTE: The figures in parentheses indicate instances of change
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bility of calculations of balances over a period of
years. In the following table, line A gives the balance
according to the reporting area, line B the same bal-
ance according to partner area, and line C is the dif-






Intwo cases—the U.K. with the Rest of the Ster-
ling Area and Continental OEEC countries with the
Overseas Territories—the changes over the five-year
period were small by either record relative to the
level of the balance and to the initial and final di-
vergences between the paired records. In the case of
the balance of the U.K. with the Rest of the Sterling
Area, the divergence in movement brought the two
records closer together in 1954 than they had been
in 1950. In the case of the balance of Continental
OEEC countries with the Overseas Territories, a
close agreement in 1950 was destroyed by the di-
vergence in movement. Because of deficiencies in
the record of transactions by the Overseas Territories
we have a reason in this case to prefer the account
of the Continental OEEC countries.
In the other two cases—the U.K. with the U.S.
and the Rest of the Sterling Area with Latin America
—the initial balance was close to zero and the move-
ment recorded on either side was less than $100 mil-
lion. Most of the divergence in the change in the bal-
ance between the U.K. and the U.S. is attributable
to the greater rise in the U.S. account of government
disbursements than in the U.K.'s account of such re-
ceipts. The divergence in the paired records of net
trade between the Rest of the Sterling Area and
Latin America, as- was previously noted, arose in the
account of transportation transactions and reflects
the problem of accounting properly for PHL fleet
transactions.
Paired records show movements in the interarea
balances in the same direction in twenty-five out of
twenty-nine cases, and in half of these twenty-five
the records agreed to within 25.0 per cent of the
mean of the paired figures on the amount of the
change. Only eight cases (about one-third of the
twenty-five) showed both a relative divergence larger
than 25.0 per cent and an absolute divergence of
more than $50 million. In a third of the cases, agree-






















A 6 26 20
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The best way to estimate the freight and insurance
on imports valued c.i.f., as Herman Karreman has
illustrated in his analysis of the French and British
freight bills, is to identify the bulk items which ac-
count for most of the freight charges paid by an im-
porting country and to apply to the quantities moved
freight rates selected according to the sources of and
the routes taken by the imports.' This approach,
while best, is also costly since it requires the collec-
tion of freight rate data for different commodities
moved in different ways on different routes, a com-
pilation of tonnage of different commodities moving
on differentroutes,and some considerationof
method of packaging or handling. It was not possible
with our resources to make such a recalculation.
We found it to employ a short cut which
could be applied to the value of trade of a given
country with reporting areas as recorded in the
Directions of International Trade (DIT). The most
cursory study of the problem indicated that, while
a rough factor like 10 per cent might serve for total
freight payments by most countries, such a factor
might be seriously in error if applied to the freight
on imports from some areas where the trade was
largely composed of bulky items like petroleum or
wheat. We sought to develop "freight factors" to ap-
ply to c.i.f. values of imports for each country for
different partner areas in each year. Carmellah Mon-
eta's study of the German freight bill on seaborne
imports in 1951 provided one basis for developing
such factors.2 She went through a detailed computa-
tion multiplying tonnages of German imports in
1HermanKarreman made such a computation in arriving
at the total freight bill on British and French imports in
the years 1950—53 (Methods for Improving World Trans-
portation Accounts, Applied to 1950—1953, NBER Technical
Paper 15, New York, 1961, pp. 68ff.).
2SeeCarmellah Moneta, "The Estimation of Trans-
portation Costs in International Trade," Journal of Political
Economy, February 1959.
1951 (classified by SITC group and partner coun-
try) by their respective freight rates, summing for
each SITC code, each partner country, and each
partner area, and thus relating the resulting freight
costs to the c.i.f. value of the imports. The derived
freight factors varied widely, both with different
commodity groups and with countries and areas of
origin, reflecting the specialization in exporting which
is an inherent feature of international trade. Mo-
neta was able to explain much of the variation of
freight factors (Ft) by deriving a "freight function":
F1 =aXç°75,where X1 stands for unit value (dollars
per metric ton) of commodity i and 2a6 var-
ieswith region of origin. Since the exponent is
smaller than zero, the size of the freight factor is re-
duced with increases in unit values. When unit val-
ues are very high, the freight factors are very small
and the absolute variation introduced by the distance
parameter is insignificant
The study of the German freight bill also disclosed
that the commodity groups associated with the major
part of the freight outlays accounted for only a small
fraction of the value of imports. Commodities like
petroleum, coal, fertilizers, ores, timber, and cereals
move in great quantity but their prices per unit of
quantity are relatively low, and hence a selection of
internationally traded commodities that may repre-
sent a high percentage of the total value of trade may
provide only partial tonnage coverage. Therefore,
we made sure to include not only the groups of com-
modities accounting for most of the value but also
the ones responsible for most of the tonnages of im-
ports of the countries under consideration.
Some countries supplied merchandise imports al-
ready valued f.o.b., but we had to adjust about thirty
country accounts covering the five-year period 1950—
54. Taking into account the results in the German
case, we constructed a schedule of. freight factors
for each of these accounts on the basis of the direct140 APPENDiXE
freight rate information available.3 Since a very high
degree of accuracy could not be attached to the re-
suits of a freight adjustment made using freight fac-
tors, we did not try to refine freight factors of less
than 2.5 per cent nor to distinguish freight factors
on different routes for highly valued commodities.
We established the country and commodity break-
down of imports. Starting with the breakdown of im-
ports by ten partner regions as recorded in the DIT,
we determined the commodity composition (in value
terms) of the imports coming from each of these re-
gions, using the trade statistics of the country or
comparable data. We classified the imports by about
twenty commodity groups, the classification and cov-
erage varying with the nature of the available statis-
tics. Once we completed the selection of imports, we
applied to each entry its freight factor and summed
the freight cost for each of the partner areas and for
allareas,thusderivingtherespective weighted
freight factors. For trade with contiguous countries,
we applied a zero freight factor, assuming that the
point of exportation was the same as that of impor-
tation, unless we had reason to believe that the im-
ports were transported by sea (e.g., from Argentina
to Chile). We used substantially increased freight
factors for imports of landlocked countries in order
to allow for the additional and relatively high cost
of overland transport.
Unidentified imports, which sometimes amounted
to a significant portion of imports from certain part-
ner regions, posed a problem. Judging by the type
of the possible exports of the partner region, we as-
signed to these unidentified imports freight factors
For freight rate tables, the information came from the
Bank Deutscher Lander and from "F.O.B. Value of Im-
ports," Addendum 1, "Cost of Transport," U.N. Economic
Commission for Europe, June 1953.
For tankers, we used the London Award rates (for a
two-year time charter for a 12,000-ton tanker with a speed
of 11 knots established twice a year by a panel of London
brokers on behalf of the oil companies).
For tramps, we used monthly of daily quotations,
for coal, wheat, etc., on the markets of London and New
York.
For liners, we used the following information: (a) for
U.S. exports to and imports from all other countries, the
files of the Maritime Commission; (b) for Brazilian exports
to Europe, the files of the European Shipping Conference;
(c)for Spanish exports to and imports from all other
countries, Statisticadu Fletese Seguros, Madrid; (d) for
South African exports to Europe, U.S. Embassy files;(f)
for Indonesian exports to Europe, the files of the European
Shipping Conference;. (g) for Australian exports to Europe,
Quarterly Summary of Australian Statistics, Canberra.
ranging between 5 and 10 per cent, with the net ef-
fect of reducing sharp differences between regional
freight factors.
Our freight factors were originally estimated on
the basis of the 1951 data. Since freight factors are
ratios of freight rates to unit values, we did not esti-
mate new freight factors for 1950, 1952, and 1953,
but instead studied movements over this period of
freight rates, on the one hand, and of commodity
prices, on the other. Taking 1951 as 100 and relating
the freight rate index to the price index, we derived
for each of the major groups of imports an index of
the freight factor. Applying these index numbers to
the respective freight factors, we introduced the
effect of changes in freight rates and price relation-
ships over time into our calculation. Thus, changes
in regional freight factors over time could reflect both
changes infreightrate and pricerelations and
changes in the direction and composition of trade.
But whereas there was not a significant or definite
change in the composition of imports or in. the direc-
tion of trade of the countries under study, there was
a definite behavior pattern of freight factors: both
commodity prices and freight rates increased sharply
from 1950 to 1951 and then started to fall gradually
during 1952 and 1953. Since the change of freight
rates and prices of commodities carried by liners was
approximately the same, freight factors for com-
modities carried by liners could remain at the 1951
level. The variation in tramp freight rates was, how-
ever, much sharper than that of commodity prices,
making tramp freight factors for 1951 exceptionally
high. Tanker freight rates and factors moved rather
independently, since they continued to increase in
1952 and went down only in 1953. The over-all ef-
fect of these changes in freight rate levels was that
freight outlays represented the highest percentage of
c.i.f. value of imports in 1951, remained about the
same level in 1952, and was considerably lower in
1950and
Wecame to adjust the 1954accounts after the
1950—53 set had been completed. Prices and freight
rates displayed relative stability in this year and
seemed to remain at about the same level as in 1953,
which would suggest that for 1954 we could use the
same factors as for 1953. To verify the validity of
4Fora more detaileddiscussion of the behavior of
freight factors over the 1950—53 period,see Karreman,
Transportation Accounts, p.19.APPENDIX E 141
this suggestion and also to provide an independent
check of our calculations for the previous years, we
compared unit values derived from the importer's
c.i.f. record as given in the Commodity Trade Statis-
tics with the partner's unit values f.o.b. derived from
the same publication for a selected group of com-
modities carried by tramps for the years 1951—54.
We took the difference between c.i.f. and f.o.b. unit
values to represent "derived" freight and insurance,
and their ratios to c.i.f. value to represent "derived"
freight factors. The derived freight factors showed a
general downward movement during the period un-
der discussion, but their absolute level was higher
than that of the factors we had used. The same ap-
plied to the derived freight rates when compared with
actual freight rates available to us. This discrepancy
can be explained by time lags:
1. In a period of falling prices (such as the years
after 1951) imports will reflect higher prices than
those used in partners' records for the same period,
because there is a lapse of at least a few weeks be-
tween the date the transaction is registered in the
export record and the date itis entered in the im-
porter's record.
2. Changes in freight rate quotations may affect
c.i.f. prices of imports at a date later than the effect-
ive date of the change, since previous contracts may
still be in effect.
While the first lag calls for a timing adjustment
of the trade record prior to the c.i.f.—f.o.b. adjust-
ment, we should have made an allowance for the
second lag in our computation of freight factors.
Unfortunately, we had no adequate information that
would have helped us determine the length of this
lag and therefore could not make an allowance for it.
The discrepancy between derivedandactual
freight rates made it difficult to establish the direc-
tion of movement of freight factors in 1954. We ob-
served, however, that the change was modest and
its direction was sometimes upward and at other
times downward. We therefore relied on the infor-
mation we have about the general stability of prices
in this year and applied the 1953 factors to the 1954
imports.
The quality and coverage of the statistics we used
to determine the country and commodity breakdown
of imports were not uniform, and not all systems of
classification lent themselves easily to our classifica-
tion of twenty commodity sections by ten partner
areas. Burma, Israel, and French Overseas Terri-
tories, for instance, did not provide sufficient part-
ner and commodity detail; a multiple exchange rate
system made the use of the statistics provided by
Argentina and Taiwan difficult; in. other cases the
breakdown was too detailed, which induced us to
look for supplementary sources containing summary
tables.
In general, when direct data were insufficient or
inappropriate we turned to partner data, and as a
lastresort we superimposed the regional break-
downs of imports given in the DJT on the commodity
breakdown given in the U.N. Yearbook of Inter-
national Trade Statistics and estimated the missing
cross-classified entries.
Forthe OBEC countries(Austria,Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, and Ireland) we used the Series
IV of the Foreign Trade Statistical Bulletins pub-
lished by the OEEC. This publication provides for
each of the reporting countries a classification of
trade both by two- and three-digit SITC codes and
by partner country and region. Our sample for each
of these countries covered, on the average, 80 per
cent of imports by value and included the commodi-
ties that move in great quantity.
We used the Statistical A bstracts for the Common-
wealth and Sterling Area Countries as the source for
data on imports of India, Ceylon, and all British
Overseas Territories. The breakdown of commodities
by partner countries published therein did not ex-
haust the total for most of the commodities and
therefore reduced our coverage to about 60 per cent
of the value of imports.
The reports of the U.S. Department of Commerce
(World Trade Information Service)supplied the
necessary information on trade for most of the Cen-
tral American countries, the Sudan, and Egypt. The
samples for Colombia, Chile, Finland, Spain and its
OverseasTerritories; Yugoslavia,Indonesia,and
Portuguese Overseas Territories were taken out di-
rectly from the trade statistics.
Table E-1 gives the resulting freight factors which
we used for each country for each partner for each
year. The regional distribution of freight factors fol-
lowed a definite pattern. A large proportion of the
imports of the industrial countries was composed of
low-valued raw materials and fuels which required
high freight factors and originated mainly in the un-
derdeveloped areas. The latter, on the other hand,142 APPENDIX E
imported from the industrialized countries mainly
relatively highly valued out area
breakdown reflects, to. a large extent, a division be-
tween industrial and nonindustrial countries, the pat-
tern of freight factors reflects the difference in pat-
tern of trade: freight factors for imports of industrial
countries were higher on the average than those for
the underdeveloped countries and varied greatly with
partner areas. Imports of underdeveloped countries
required low freight factors and displayed a relative
uniformity with respect to partner areas and small
variation over the five years under study.
The freight costs deducted from merchandise c.if.
to arrive at the f.o.b. value were transferred to the
transportation account as debits and allocated to
partner areas.5 Freights paid to domestic carriers
were excluded, however, and thetransportation
credit account was appropriately modified to elimi-
nate the counter entry.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The value of bunker sales by country shown in Table
F-i was estimated by applying prices to the quantity
of sales to ships bunkers compiled by the U.N. Sec-
retariat.Prices were obtained from Esso Export
Company. For 1950 the quantity of bunker sales
was obtained in the U.N. publication World Energy
Supplies in Selected Years, 1929—1 950 (New York,
1952, pp. 81—83); for 1951, 1952, and 1954 N. B.
Guyol of the U.N. Secretariat supplied his worksheet
data; for 1953 figures were obtained from the U.N.
Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, March 1955, pp. xiii—
xv.TABLE F-i
Estimated Value of Sales to Ships' Bunkers, 1950—54
(thousand dollars)





















































































































































































































































210,887 323,861 358,751 309,050 345,378





























































1950 1951 1952 1953 1954
Overseas Territories
French
Algeria
Cameroons
Fr.Eq. Africa
Fr. H. Africa
Mad agas car
Morocco
Tunisia
Fr. Somaliland
Indochina
Other
Angola
Netherlands Antilles
Cape Verde
Belgian Congo
U.S. and possessions
U.S.
Hawaii
Puerto Rico
Latin America
Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
CostaRica
Cuba
DominicanRep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Mexico
CanalZone
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
Nicaragua
Panama
Other Europe
Finland
Yugoslavia
Spain
CanaryIslands
Sp. N. Africa
Other Countries
Egypt
Iran
Israel
Lebanon
Saudi Arabia
Syria
Sudan
Indonesia
Japan
Philippines
Thailand
S. Korea
Liberia
Libya
129,463
27,600
11,300
13,600
500
1,500
500
200
101,863
94,163
7,700
41,600
267,280
171,600
94,080
1,600
136 ,620
57,800
19,000
28,000
3,400
6,500
900
78,820
69,620
9,200
33,372
283,332
260,263
19,598
3,471
83,748 96,531
16,100 5,300
294 595
14,310 22,035
1,060 1,400
2,500 2,700
53 32
1,600 2,100
53 64
180 430
60 96
90 128
30 32
60 64
18,000 4,100
18,000 21,000
25
2,250
4,800 6,100
6,452 27,920
106 160
41,808
108
300
38,900
2,500
87,711
21,800
26,240
2,000
260
13,296
540
1,400
9,600
8,800
2,900
210
665
62,904
104
7,700
41,100
14,000
85,579
8,600
1,800
12,000
20,904
2,100
12,800
22,400
4,500
475
145,388
60,600
18,000
126,332
49,300
13,000
30,000 23,000
3,100 3,700
9,000 9,000
500 600
84,788 77,032
76,588
8,200
37,968
318,179
288,757
24,805
4,617
94,800
4,800
369
13,266
2,200
700
330
2,200
66
475
66
1,221
33
462
5,500
24,000
2,573
6,350
29,463
165
561
66,841
189
752
8,400
43,000
14,500
114,909
26,000
800
14,000
23,920
405
2,100
18,300
22,800
5,900
684
66,132
10,900
30,135
.287, 182
264,957
19,425
2,800
91,875
6,300
321
21,518
2,000
730
116
2,300
87
399
58
261
58
4,200
21,000
20
1,755
5,300
25,452
55,366
118
1,148
7,500
38,200
8,400
119,729
20,600
3,900
11,000
34,010
590
1,800
23,800
17,000
6,600
429
Canada
148,310
64,365
13,194
114
25,478
10,566
4,093
492
10,098
330
83,945
46
67,375
15,444
1,080
31,352
242,017
222,301
15,759
3,957
86,480
6,503
1,000
17,502
2,096
740
108
2,413
108
320
3,509
16,485
21
1,140
5,842
28,693
102,767
43,923
2,608
8,169
37,891
10,176
95,671
19,493
2,820
10,517
22,774
330
1,324
19,346
10,328
6,069
584
66
2,020
150